Since 1864

DENTURE ACCESSORIES

Denture Specialist
Reception Brochure

Denture Bags
Place Prosthodontic and/or Orthodontic appliances in these strong, transparent bags with
your choice of disinfecting solution prior to a
hermetic seal. Bags available with or without
personalized imprint.

A great idea for the dental reception area. This
brochure will inform new denture wearers about
the proper care and maintenance of their new
dentures. Available plain or imprinted with
personalized information.

GROUP/ITEM #
077-65-0050
077-65-0051

DESCRIPTION
1000 Denture Bags (no imprint)
5000 Denture Bags (imprinted)

GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
077-65-0044
Denture Specialist Reception Brochure - not imprinted
077-65-0044/P
Denture Specialist Reception Brochure w/custom imprint

Rx Pads

Certificate of Authenticity /
Warranty Card
Prosthetic Appliance; Quality Assurance
Inserts for Justi tooth lines. These handy
Certificates, which now includes the Justi
Warranty Card, are available for you to prove
to your patients that the finest quality of teeth
have been used in the fabrication of their prosthetic appliance.
GROUP/ITEM #

077-65-0021

DESCRIPTION

Certificate of Authenticity/
Warranty Card 20 sheets per pack

Remind your customers about you
each time they write a prescription.
Customized prescription pads are a
simple and effective way to increase
your business.

Warranty Card
Congratulations on choosing
Justi Teeth!
The Justi Company goes to great lengths to
assure the finest quality teeth. As a symbol of
our commitment to quality, we provide the
most comprehensive guarantee in the industry.

GROUP/ITEM # DESCRIPTION
077-65-0005
Prescription Pads (Our design/Your Logo 100 pads (20 shts/pad)
077-65-0005
Prescription Pads (Your design/Your Logo 100 pads (20 shts/pad)

Creating Beautiful Smiles...

We are proud to deliver a quality personalized
denture made with Justi Hardened Plastic
teeth. Justi teeth are ADA accepted and are
warranted against excessive wear, breakage or
discolorization for the life of your denture. If
any of these problems should occur, please call
your dentist immediately. Justi will provide the
necessary new replacement teeth free of charge.

All Around The World!

Experience

Top Quality

Customized Shade Guides

- Justi has over 100 years of
- Solvent Resistance - Justi
does not
extend to the denture
experience in the tooth This warranty
teeth are virtually
unaffected
business.
by solvents.
base which
supports the teeth nor does it cover
- Justi has been making
- Wear Resistance - Justi teeth
the laboratory
service fee or the dentist fee.
hardened plastic teeth for
loss rate of wearability is
over 50 years.
Verification
of insignificant.
laboratory records is required.
clinically
- Bondability - Justi teeth
Fair Market Value
have
100%
bondability
- Our prices are more
without the use of adhesives
affordable and realistic
or mechanical retention.
- Substantially less cost for
your dentures and partials.
Shades
- Justi shades easily convert to
B, V and Blend shades.
- Shade Guides available at a
modest price.
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Justi Color Neutralizer
Justi Products invented this
accessory to be used as a
neutral background for choosing the correct shade from
Justi teeth shade guides. The
neutral blue color enables the
eye to focus on the shades
without distraction from
surrounding colors.
GROUP/ITEM #
077-65-0037

DESCRIPTION
Justi Color Neutralizer

Justi Imperial, Justi Dymon-Hue HPT, Justi Blend, ViForm, Regal-D-Blend
and Vita-Type Teeth.

8.5”

11”

Kroma Tabs

Now you can build name recognition for your lab and make more money selling
Justi teeth in your denture, overdenture and partial cases. It is recommended that
the shade guide be disinfected with Cidex Plus® Solution.

Justi Products invented this accessory
to be used in the patient’s mouth as a
neutral background for choosing the
correct shade from the Justi teeth shade
guides. The neutral blue background
enables the eye to focus on the shades,
and not be distracted by surrounding
colors. U.S. Patent #5,257,931.
GROUP/ITEM #
086-51-0415

To improve shade communications, and provide an outstanding marketing tool
to dental labs and clinics, Justi has created the Customized Shade Guide complete with the Justi® Eterna® Shield. U.S. Patent # 5,257,931.
With a minimum order of 30 shade guides of one type, customized shade guides
can be imprinted with your name and a marketing message at the regular shade
guide price. Customized shade guides allow the option of tailoring both the
front and back message areas and the number of shade tabs. The message areas
are free form and can contain name, address, shade information, and marketing
message limited only by imagination and the available text space. Tab selection
for a customized shade guide can be from 1 to the maximum number of available
shades or any number in between (Example: To order a 9 tab shade guide from
a standard Justi VI-Type shade guide, which has 16 shades, on the order form
simply specify the 9 shade tabs desired). The one exception is the Imperial shade
guide which is only available with 18 shades.

GROUP/ITEM #
084-50-0125
084-50-0903
084-51-0413
084-51-0425
084-59-0026/C
084-19975
084-04-0165
084-04-0166

DESCRIPTION
ViForm Shade Guide in 12 shades
Regal-D-Blend Maxillary Centrals Shade Guide in 6 shades
Justi Imperial Maxillary Centrals Shade Guide in 12 shades
Imperial Shade Guide w/Kroma Tab - 18 Age Shades®
Justi Blend Maxillary Centrals Shade Guide in 9 shades
Dymon-Hue HPT Maxillary Centrals Shade Guide in 12 shades
Vita-Type Shade Guide with 12 shades
Vita-Type Double Sided Shade Guide in 16 shades

The number of shades listed for each shade guide is the maximum shades available for the specified shade
guide. Call for details.

DESCRIPTION
Kroma Tabs 50/Pk.
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Reliner

IsolMajor

Adjustable appliance for cold
rebasings in general.
GROUP/ITEM #

073-E3100

DESCRIPTION

Reliner

Universal plaster/resin separator. 500 ml.
GROUP/ITEM #

DESCRIPTION

073-L2710

IsolMajor 500 ml.

Facial Indicator
Used to determine anterior tooth size and
mold in total prosthesis.
GROUP/ITEM #

DESCRIPTION

074-T7900

Facial Indicator

I-Shade Guide
A unique system for the construction of individual shade
guides using acrylic or composite materials.

010114

GROUP/ITEM #

DESCRIPTION

073-S6000

I-Shade Guide - 40 Tab Shade Guide to customize
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